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reactive dyes on dyeing properties
of twisted bamboo fiber bundles

Shiying Hu, ac Weiying Zhao,ac Yu Rong,ac Yuwei Zheng,ac Lishan Huang,ac

Feng Yang*b and Yan Wu *ac

The dyeing properties of twisted bamboo fiber bundles were studied by using the combination of three

primary colors in M-type reactive dyes. The study found that the three dyes of red, yellow and blue have

good color rendering in the actual dyeing process, and because the molecular structures of the three

are similar, the chemical reactions during the fixation are the same, so the final dyeing rate results are

similar, which were 29–32%. Compared with the undyed twisted bamboo fiber bundle, the mechanical

properties of the three-color twisted bamboo fiber bundle also changed significantly, and the tensile

strength increased by 13.79% on average. The changes of elastic modulus and elongation at break

showed that the three-color twisted bamboo fiber bundle had excellent flexibility. In addition, there are

significant color differences between the samples of each color. When the color indexes of DB are used

as the benchmark, the DE* of other dyed samples varies from 40 to 80, and the color of each sample is

relatively uniform, without an obvious color flower phenomenon. This indicates that twisted bamboo

fiber bundles with richer colors can be prepared by different combinations of three primary dyes, which

can improve the ornamental value of bamboo fiber bundles after processing into large blocks and their

application potential in home textiles, interior decoration and other fields.
Introduction

With the advancement and development of science and tech-
nology, synthetic bers have gradually entered the public's eld
of vision and occupy an increasing proportion in the modern
textile industry. However, due to the increasing shortage of oil
resources, the high cost of traditional natural ber cultivation
and the global ecological environment changes, people began to
try to extract and prepare new textile bers from other renew-
able biomass materials.1–3 In this context, non-wood ber
materials began to enter the public view and gradually attracted
people's attention. The structure and chemical composition of
bamboo and wood are similar, but the growth cycle of wood is
long and the mechanical properties of fast-growing wood are
poor. The fast-growing, high-yield, renewable and widely
distributed growth characteristics of bamboo make it have high
ecological benets and economic and social value. It is recog-
nized as an energy bank for green environmental protection and
sustainable development.4,5 In addition, bamboo is composed
of three parts: the vascular system, basic system and epidermal
system. The unique microstructure gives bamboo excellent
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mechanical properties.6–8 Therefore, bamboo is suitable as an
alternative material for wood in many research elds, such as
transparent bamboo,9 antibacterial bamboo,10 conductive
bamboo,11 superhydrophobic bamboo12 and other bamboo-
based materials with various properties.

Bamboo ber fabric is one of the bamboo products that have
gradually emerged in recent years. Because of its natural anti-
bacterial properties and moisture permeability, bamboo ber
has been used in the production of textile bers since ancient
times. At present, bamboo ber can be divided into natural
bamboo ber and chemical bamboo ber. Natural bamboo
ber is mainly extracted by physical methods, also known as
bamboo ber. In the preparation, the ne lamentous bamboo
bers are obtained from the bulk bamboo mainly by mechan-
ical rolling and dredging.13–16 The preparation method of
chemical bamboo ber is similar to that of viscose ber, and it
also basically follows the related manufacturing process of new
regenerated cellulose ber. Bamboo was crushed and combined
with alkali treatment to process it into pulp, and then the
bamboo cellulose ber was transformed into a ber that can be
spun into bamboo yarn by wet spinning.17–19 In practical
applications, bamboo pulp bers can be blended with other
natural plant bers or animal bers and the proportion of
various bers adjusted to obtain fabrics with different effects.19

However, the preparation and extraction process of these
bamboo textile bers are complicated, which makes bamboo
ber fabrics only occupy a very small market share in the actual
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 Preparation process of colored bamboo fiber bundles and reaction mechanism of M-type reactive dyes with cellulose.
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production and application of textiles. Therefore, this study
adopts a relatively simple process route, using 3–4 year-old
bamboo as the substrate, through delignication and
a twisting treatment to prepare twisted bamboo ber bundles
with excellent exibility and spinnability.20

However, in the actual fabric dyeing production, it is oen
necessary to take into account the aesthetics and diversity of the
products, which makes it rare for single-color fabrics to appear
on the market. Those colorful and rich categories of yarns and
fabrics are mostly completed by multi-color dyes. Reactive dyes
have the characteristics of bright color, low cost and complete
chromatography, and the active groups in them can be
combined with cellulose by chemical bond, so that the dye
molecules are rmly attached to the cellulose ber. There are
three main active groups in reactive dyes, namely, triazine,
pyrimidine and vinyl sulfone. Different groups will cause
different bonding reactions between dyes and bers.21,22 In this
experiment, the three primary colors of M-type reactive dyes
were used to dye twisted ber bundles and their physical and
chemical properties were studied. Since the M-type reactive dye
is a medium temperature dye, the xation temperature is set to
60 °C. The dye molecule contains monochlorotriazine group
and b-hydroxyethyl sulfone sulfate active group, which undergo
nucleophilic substitution reaction and nucleophilic addition
reaction with cellulose during dyeing, respectively.23–25 In this
paper, the changes of the properties of dyed bamboo ber
bundles were investigated by the dyeing percentage, tensile test
results, chemical composition and microstructure of the ber
bundles before and aer dyeing. In addition, the color differ-
ence analysis of three primary colors and color matching
bamboo ber bundles was carried out by color difference test to
explore the feasibility of dyeing twisted bamboo ber bundles
with three primary colors reactive dyes (Fig. 1).
Experimental and materials
Materials

The substrate used in this experiment was Phyllostachys heter-
ocycla with three to four years old, which was taken from Anxi
County, Quanzhou City, Fujian Province, China. The chemicals
involved in the test are as follows: sodium chlorite, purity 80%,
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
provided by China Shanghai McLean Co., Ltd; glacial acetic
acid, 30% hydrogen peroxide, sodium chloride and sodium
carbonate were all analytically pure and provided by China
Nanjing Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd; the M-type trichromatic
reactive dyes were reactive red M-3BE, reactive yellow M-3RE
and reactive blue M-2GE, which were provided by Jiangsu
Zhenqing Dye Factory.

The instruments used in the experiment are as follows:
electric heating constant temperature blast drying box, model
DHG-9643BS-III, provided by Shanghai Xinmiao Medical Device
Manufacturing Co., Ltd; electronic balance, model JA21002,
provided by Nanjing Xianou Instrument Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd; electro-thermal magnetic stirrer, model DF-101Z, provided
by Nanjing Wozhong Instrument Equipment Co., Ltd; topPette
manual single channel adjustable pipette, 20–200 ml, provided
by Beijing Dalong Xingchuang Experimental Instrument Co.,
Ltd. Multifunctional grinder, model DE-100g, provided by
Zhejiang Hongjingtian Industry & Trade Co., Ltd.

Experimental methods

Decolorization treatment of bamboo ber bundles. The
original bamboo was processed into 100 mm (length) × 6 mm
(width) × 0.6 mm (thickness) of bamboo (original bamboo, OB),
and dried in a blast oven at 60 °C for 24 h. Sodium chlorite
solution withmass fraction of 4%was prepared, and glacial acetic
acid was added to adjust the pH of the solution to 4.6. The dried
bamboo pieces were put into a mixed solution and heated in
a water bath at 85 °C for 4–5 h. In order to reduce the inuence of
the color of bamboo bundles on the dyeing effect, the deligni-
cation bamboo slices were immersed in a 6% hydrogen peroxide
solution for 5 min. Delignied bamboo (DB) was obtained by
washing with deionized water and drying at 60 °C for 12 h.

Preparation of three primary colors twisted bamboo ber
bundles. Reactive red M-3BE, reactive yellow M-3RE and reac-
tive blue M-2GE were used to prepare 1.0% (o.w.f.) (on weight
the fabric) dye solution. 30 g L−1 sodium chloride was added at
40 °C. Aer complete dissolution, decolored bamboo slices were
added. The bath ratio was 1 : 20 and the dyeing time was 25min.
10 g L−1 sodium carbonate was added to the dyeing bath, and
the temperature was raised to 60 °C at a rate of 4°C min−1, and
the xation time was 35 min at this temperature. Aer dyeing,
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 33514–33524 | 33515
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the bamboo pieces were taken out and washed with hot and
cold water alternately until the washing solution was neutral.
The bamboo pieces were dried at room temperature for 60 min.
The bamboo slices before and aer dyeing were liberated along
the ber direction into bamboo ber bundles with a width of
about 0.6 mm, and then twisted and dried. The resulting
twisted bamboo ber bundles are referred to as TB (twisted
bamboo ber bundle), RB (red twisted bamboo ber bundle),
YB (yellow twisted bamboo ber bundle), BB (blue twisted
bamboo ber bundle).

Characterization method

Chemical composition test. The chemical composition of
raw bamboo (OB), decolored bamboo (DB) and three primary
color twisted bamboo ber bundles (RB, YB, BB) were tested
and characterized.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy wasmeasured using
a VERTEX 80V FTIR spectrometer (Bruker Spectroscopy Instru-
ments, USA). During the test, the infrared microscope selected
the reection mode, and the scanning range was 4000–
500 cm−1.

The three major tests were performed according to the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) method.26

X-ray diffraction tests were performed using an X-ray single
crystal diffractometer (D8 VENTURE type). During the test, 2q is
set to 5–80°, and the interval is 0.02°. The calculation formula of
crystallinity is as follows, where I200 is the intensity of the
diffraction peak at 2q = 22°, and Iam is the intensity of the
diffraction peak at 2q = 16°.

CrI% ¼ I200 � Iam

I200
� 100% (1)

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was performed using an
AXIS UltraDLD X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (AXIS
UltraDLD, Shimadzu, U.K.).

Micro-morphology test. The microstructure of the samples
was observed by FEI 200 scanning electron microscope (FEI,
USA). Before the test, an ultra-thin slicer was used to cut the test
sample with a suitable length, and the sample was xed on the
stage to facilitate the observation of the microstructure of the
sample along the ber direction and end face.

Dyeing rate test. The dye solution was prepared according to
the dyeing formula, diluted to a certain multiple and diluted to
a constant volume, and the absorbance of the diluent was
measured using a U-3900 spectrophotometer. The Abs mode
was selected for the determination, the spectral scanning range
was set to 200–800 nm, and the scanning speed was 300
nm min−1. The standard working curve of the dye was drawn,
and the maximum absorption wavelength (lmax) of each stan-
dard dye solution and the absorbance A at lmax were
determined.27

In the dyeing stage, a certain amount of dyeing residue was
taken and diluted in the dyeing bath every 5 minutes.28 The
absorbance Ai was measured at lmax and the dye uptake rate was
calculated, so as to draw the dyeing rate curve. The formula for
33516 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 33514–33524
calculating the dye-uptake is as follows, where A0 is the absor-
bance of the initial dye solution diluted by n0 times, and Ai is the
absorbance of the dye residue diluted by ni times.

Dye� uptake ¼
�
1� Aini

A0n0

�
� 100% (2)

Tensile strength test. The tensile test of the samples was
carried out by universal mechanical testing machine. The two
ends of the dried sample were xed with a xture, the gauge was
set to 40 mm, and the loading speed was 3 mm min−1. The
tensile strength (N mm−2), elastic modulus (MPa) and elonga-
tion at break (%) are used as the evaluation indexes to evaluate
the tensile properties of twisted bamboo ber bundles. The
calculation formulas of each index are as follows:

Tensile strength: s = Fb/So (3)

Elastic modulus: E = s/3 (4)

Breaking elongation: e = (La − Lo)/Lo (5)

Fb is the maximum force when the specimen is broken, and
the unit is N; So is the original cross-sectional area of the
sample, in mm2. E is elastic modulus, s is stress, 3 is strain; e is
the elongation at break; Lo is the initial length of the sample;
length of La specimen at break.

Color difference test. In order to explore the color matching
performance of trichromatic reactive dyes in dyeing twisted
bamboo ber bundles, three reactive dyes were compounded in
equal proportions according to the combination of red & yellow,
red & blue, yellow & blue, red & yellow & blue, and dyed
according to the above experimental steps. The resulting four
groups of twisted bamboo ber bundles are referred to as ORB
(orange twisted bamboo ber bundle), GB (green twisted
bamboo ber bundle), PB (purple twisted bamboo ber
bundle), GRB (grey twisted bamboo ber bundle).

The L*, a*, b* values of DB, RB, ORB, YB, GB, BB, PB and GRB
samples under CIE Lab D65 10° standard were measured by
color detector (RM200 type). Each group of samples was
measured at three points, and the L*, a*, and b* values of the
DB samples were used as benchmarks and the delta E (DE) color
difference calculation formula was used to compare the color
deviations between different color samples and take the
average. The formula is as follows:

DE = (DL*)2 + (Da*)2 + (Db*)2 (6)

DL* ¼ L*
a � L*

0 (7)

Da* ¼ a*a � a*0 (8)

Db* ¼ b*a � b*0 (9)

In the formulaL*0, a
*
0 and b*0 represent the brightness value,

red-green dimension and yellow-blue dimension of DB respec-
tively. L*a, a

*
a and b*a represent the light and dark values, red and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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green dimensions and yellow and blue dimensions of each
sample aer staining and color matching, respectively. DL*
represents the change of brightness before and aer sample
treatment. If it is positive, it is bright, and if it is negative, it is
dark. Da* indicates that if it is positive, it is red, and if it is
negative, it is green; db* indicates that if it is positive, it is
yellow, and if it is negative, it is blue. DE* represents the total
color difference, and the larger the value, the greater the color
deviation.
Results and discussion
Chemical composition analysis

As shown in Fig. 2(b), OB has several characteristic peaks. The
C–H stretching vibration peaks include O–H stretching vibra-
tion peak (3325 cm−1), C–H stretching vibration peak
(2921 cm−1), C]O stretching vibration peak in hemicellulose
(1734 cm−1), conjugated b-carbonyl group in lignin (1636 cm−1),
aromatic ring skeleton group in lignin stretching vibration peak
(1496 cm−1), bending vibration of asymmetric aromatic ethers
(1032 cm−1), C–H in-plane bending vibration of cellulose and
hemicellulose (1369 cm−1), aromatic ring C–H out-of-plane
vibration peak (898 cm−1,825 cm−1). These peaks and peak
shapes are closely related to lignin, cellulose, hemicellulose and
some polysaccharides in bamboo. The chemical composition of
bamboo aer decolorization changed signicantly, and mainly
appeared near the functional groups of lignin, indicating that
lignin was largely decomposed.29

The three medium-temperature reactive dyes used in the
dyeing process have similar structures and the same reaction
mechanism. Therefore, the infrared spectra of the three groups
of dyed bamboo ber bundles also show a high degree of
similarity. In dyed bamboo ber bundles, the absorption peaks
Fig. 2 (a) Molecular structure of the dye; (b) analysis of characteristic fun
fiber bundles (DB) and three primary color twisted bamboo fiber bundl
pattern of the sample; (e) the crystallinity of the sample.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
of C–O–C (1160 cm−1 and 1105 cm−1) were enhanced, indi-
cating that the monochlorotriazine group in the dye structure
reacted with bamboo-based cellulose and hemicellulose to form
covalent bonds. In addition, the stretching vibration peaks of
RB, YB and BB at 1139 cm−1 are enhanced, which is caused by
S]O in the structure of vinylsulfone group. It can be basically
proved that another active group in the dye molecule, vinyl-
sulfone group, has also been successfully covalently bound to
bamboo ber, which further proves that the reactive dye
molecules have been successfully attached to RB, YB and BB.

Fig. 2(c) shows the changes of the three major elements of
bamboo ber bundles before and aer decolorization and
dyeing. The lignin content of the original bamboo (OB) is
28.22%, the cellulose content is 47.61%, and the hemicellulose
content is 38.29%, which is consistent with the current research
on the three major elements of bamboo.30,31 The lignin content
of decolorized bamboo ber bundle (DB) pretreated by sodium
chlorite method was signicantly reduced by 4.87%, which was
82.74% lower than that of the original bamboo, while the
content of cellulose and hemicellulose did not change signi-
cantly, indicating that the decolorization treatment did not have
a signicant effect on the structure of these two substances and
lignin was largely decomposed. Aer dyeing the decolored
bamboo ber bundles with red, yellow and blue reactive dyes,
the lignin of the three groups of samples showed different
degrees of reduction, and the relative contents were 3.41%,
3.87% and 3.64%, respectively. Compared with DB further
reduced. The content of cellulose and hemicellulose in the
original bamboo, decolorized bamboo ber bundles and dyed
bamboo ber bundles did not change much in the graph,
especially the column height of cellulose was basically at,
indicating that the alkaline dye bath and the formation of new
ctional groups of raw bamboo fiber bundles (OB), decolored bamboo
es (RB, YB, BB); (c) relative content of three major elements; (d) XRD

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 33514–33524 | 33517
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covalent bonds during the dyeing process did not cause too
much damage to the cellulose structure.

In order to observe the crystal structure changes of bamboo
ber bundles before and aer decolorization and dyeing, the
samples were analyzed according to XRD test results. As shown
in Fig. 2(d), the diffraction peaks of the ve groups of samples
appeared at 2q = 16°, 2q = 22°and 2q = 35°, corresponding to
the diffraction peaks of cellulose (101), (002) and (040),
respectively.32 Aer decolorization treatment, the crystallinity of
DB was signicantly higher than that of OB. This was due to the
removal of lignin, which increased the relative content of
cellulose. The cellulose molecules in the amorphous region
began to aggregate and rearrange and construct under the
action of hydrogen bonds to form macromolecular aggregates,
which increased the crystallinity. Combined with the results of
infrared spectroscopy and three major elements test, it can be
seen that dyeing treatment has no effect on the structure of
cellulose in bamboo ber bundles. It may be that the hydrogen
bonds formed in the dyeing reaction strengthen the interaction
between cellulose molecules, which improves the crystallinity of
the tricolor bamboo ber bundles to varying degrees. In addi-
tion, the crystalline region has a dense structure, which is
closely related to the tensile properties of macromolecular
bers. During the preparation of dyed bamboo ber bundles,
the order and high strength of the crystalline region in the ber
Fig. 3 High resolution (a–e) C 1s and (f–j) O 1s fitting spectra.

Table 1 The component classification and peak separation results of C

Element
component

C (%)

C1 C2 C3

Binding type C–C, C–H C–O C–O

Main resources Lignin and
extracts

Cellulose and
hemicellulose

Cellulose

Content
(%)

OB 45.62 45.05 4.82
DB 37.93 36.98 14.25
RB 35.35 37.34 16.17
YB 33.64 42.85 11.62
BB 26.47 55.92 12.23

33518 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 33514–33524
are well retained, and the orientation of the ber is also
consistent with the direction of the molecular chain being
pulled. Therefore, the increase of crystallinity indicates that the
dyeing treatment has a promoting effect on the tensile proper-
ties of bamboo ber bundles.33

In order to further explore the changes of chemical compo-
nents in the preparation process of three-color twisted bamboo
ber bundles, XPS was used to quantitatively analyze the carbon
and oxygen elements in the samples. In the existing research, it
can be seen that C1, C2, C3, C4 and O1, O2 correspond to
cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin and other extracts in bamboo.
Therefore, the surface chemical properties of each group of
samples can be characterized according to the content changes
of C 1s and O 1s components and the change of O/C ratio.
Combined with Fig. 3 and Table 1, it can be seen that the C1 and
O1 in the bamboo ber bundles treated with sodium chlorite
were greatly reduced, and the O/C showed an increasing trend,
indicating that a large amount of lignin was removed during the
treatment process, which was consistent with the conclusions
in the existing research. Compared with DB, the content of Cl in
RB, YB and BB decreased by 6.80%, 11.31% and 30.24%,
respectively. The content of other components and the value of
O/C also changed accordingly. It is proved that some lignin is
lost in the process of dyeing DB withM-type reactive dyes, which
may be accompanied by a small amount of cellulose and
and O

O (%)
O/C
(%)C4 O1 O2

O–C]O O–C]
O

C–O —

Hemicellulose and
extracts

Lignin Cellulose and
hemicellulose

—

4.51 34.87 65.13 33.01
10.84 27.66 72.34 40.16
11.14 21.91 78.09 47.29
11.89 24.82 75.18 45.71
5.38 20.52 79.48 46.32

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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hemicellulose structure destruction. This change corresponds
to the three major test results in the previous article.34,35

Micromorphology analysis

In order to further explore the effect of reactive dye dyeing on
the internal structure of bamboo ber bundles, the micro-
structure of the samples was characterized. As shown in
Fig. 4(a–d), orderly bamboo bers, nearly round parenchyma
cells and impurities on the surface of bamboo ber bundles can
Fig. 4 Scanning electron microscope images of the sample along the
twisted bamboo fiber bundle; (h–j) red twisted bamboo fiber bundle; (l–n
bundle; (k,o,s) three primary colors twisted bamboo fiber bundles embro

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
be observed in the scanning electron microscope images of the
end face and along the ber direction of the original bamboo
ber bundles. There are starch granules in some cell cavities
and many pits on the cell wall. Fig. 4(e–g) is a bamboo ber
bundle aer decolorization treatment. Its end face is approxi-
mately circular. Aer amplication and display, it can be found
that the impurities on the surface of TB are removed. The cells
and bers in the end face and along the ber direction still
maintain an orderly arrangement, but the starch granules in the
fiber direction and end face. (a–d) raw bamboo fiber bundles; (e–g)
) yellow twisted bamboo fiber bundle; (p–r) blue twisted bamboo fiber
idered patterns on cross embroidered cloth.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 33514–33524 | 33519
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cells have not been observed, which proves that they are
decomposed during the decolorization process. The original
round thin-walled cells shrink, the cell wall becomes thinner,
the connection between cells is weakened, and the surface is
prone to cracks under the action of twisting force during
twisting.

In Fig. 4(h–p) are the microscopic morphology of bamboo
ber bundles with red, yellow and blue colors, respectively.
Dyeing treatment further reduced the lignin content, the
hydrogen bonds on cellulose and hemicellulose were combined
with dye molecules, and the interaction between bers and cells
was weakened. In the gure, the cell shrinkage was more
serious, the surface was rugged, and the internal pits were more
obvious. The original neat cell sections were destroyed and
showed a messy effect, the cell wall became thinner and
partially dissolved, and the ber bundles became loose and
porous. Twisting is equivalent to the densication of dyed
bamboo ber bundles, which improves the defects of loose and
easy dispersion of ber bundles and increases the strength of
ber bundles. This is more intuitively reected in the cross-
sectional SEM diagram of the three-color bamboo ber
bundle. From Fig. 4(j), (m) and (p), it can be found that the
vascular system can be seen on the cross-section of the three
groups of samples, including the catheter, the ber sheath and
the parenchyma around the catheter. These structures show
Fig. 5 (a–c) UV absorption spectra of reactive red M-3BE, reactive yellow
bamboo fiber bundles.

33520 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 33514–33524
severe deformation, the internal space is squeezed, and the
cross-sectional shape of some catheter cells changes from
round to linear.
Dyeing rate analysis

As shown in Fig. 5, the UV-visible absorption spectrum shows
that the three color dyes have the maximum absorption wave-
length lmax at 543 nm, 419 nm and 599 nm, respectively. The
absorbance value of each sample at lmax is determined to
calculate the dye uptake value and draw the dye uptake rate
curve.36–38 By analyzing the dyeing rate curve, it can be found
that when dyeing to 5 min, the initial dyeing slope from large to
small is reactive yellow, reactive red and reactive blue. During
the dyeing period of 5–25 min, the dye was mainly adsorbed
between the dye and the ber. At 25 min, the xing agent was
added to the dyeing bath. The dye molecules were rapidly
combined with cellulose under the action of OH−, and the
colored substances in the dyeing bath were reduced. In the
dyeing rate curve, the dyeing rate at this stage increased
suddenly, and then tended to be gentle. The nal dyeing rates of
red, yellow and blue primary color bamboo ber bundles were
29.7%, 32.0% and 29.2%, respectively. On the whole, the overall
trend of the dyeing rate curve of the three groups of samples is
similar, and the specic values of the dyeing rate and the dyeing
rate in each stage are also similar, indicating that the bamboo
M-3RE, and reactive blue M-2GE; (d) dyeing rate curve of three twisted

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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ber bundle is the same amount of color in the dyeing and
xing stage. It can be judged that the group of dyes has good
compatibility and high synchronization in the dyeing process,
and the probability of uneven color of the samples will be
greatly reduced during the test of compound dyes.

Analysis of tensile properties

As shown in Fig. 6(a), the original bamboo has excellent tensile
strength, while the tensile strength of DB is only 28.2% of that
of OB, indicating that the decolorization treatment will cause
the bamboo bundle to lose some mechanical properties.
Combined with Fig. 6(b–d), it can be seen that the brittleness of
OB and DB is strong, which indicates that the sample is prone to
fracture during bending. The tensile strength and elongation at
break of TB are better than those of DB, and the elastic modulus
is greatly reduced, indicating that TB has better tensile prop-
erties and excellent exibility, which is due to twisting treat-
ment. The tensile properties of bamboo ber bundles dyed with
trichromatic reactive dyes showed an overall improvement
trend compared with TB. Through the analysis of Fig. 6(a–c), it
can be seen that the tensile strength of RB, YB and BB is 2.44%,
11.36% and 27.57% higher than that of TB, respectively, while
the elongation at break is slightly decreased, and the elastic
modulus of the three groups is similar to that of TB. It was
proved that more hydrogen bonds formed by the combination
of dye molecules with double active groups and cellulose
strengthened the interaction between cellulose molecules. In
addition, decolorization treatment retained well-arranged
Fig. 6 (a) Tensile strength; (b) tensile strength; (c) elongation at break; (

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
cellulose nanobers and porous structures in bamboo
bundles while removing lignin. Twisting treatment made the
internal of bamboo bundles more closely combined, which
increased the external force required for cellulose nanobers to
slip until fracture when bamboo ber bundles were pulled
along the ber direction. It can be seen from the stress–strain
curve of the sample in Fig. 6(d) that TB experienced a longer
elastic deformation stage, which corresponds to the highest
elongation at break in Fig. 6(c), while RB, YB, and BB are longer
in the stage of resisting plastic deformation. From the overall
trend of the curve, the slope of the curve of the three-primary-
color bamboo ber bundle before reaching the breaking point
is signicantly lower than that of TB, and the breaking point is
not as sharp as TB. The above shows that the rigidity of the ber
bundle aer dyeing is reduced and has better toughness.
According to the above analysis, the dyeing of medium
temperature reactive dyes can give bamboo ber bundles more
excellent tensile properties.

Color difference analysis

According to the RGB values measured by the colorimeter, the
corresponding colors of each group of samples were found in
the chromatography. As shown in Fig. 6, the original bamboo
sheet was yellow, and the ber and cell structure of the bamboo
were retained aer pretreatment with sodium chlorite. The
lignin providing the chromophore group was effectively
removed, and the bamboo was white. The bamboo textile bers
aer dyeing and color matching show rich and bright colors.
d) stress–strain curve.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 33514–33524 | 33521



Fig. 7 (a) The apparent color display of each group of samples before and after dyeing treatment; (b–e) the values of DE*, DL*, Da* and Db* of
samples.
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In order to characterize the color change of the samples
more accurately, the DE*, DL*, Da*¸ and Db* of each dyed
sample were calculated by CIE Lab D65 10° standard based on
the color indexes of DB.39 According to the diagram, the color
deviation (DE*) of the dyed samples ranged from 40 to 80.
Except for the difference of yellow and green bamboo ber
bundles was 79 and 42, the color difference of the remaining
color and gray bamboo ber bundles was about 60. Compared
with the white bamboo ber bundles without lignin, the
brightness of the colored bamboo ber bundles dyed with
reactive dyes showed a downward trend. The brightness value of
the yellow bamboo bundles decreased the least, followed by the
reactive red, reactive blue and related color bamboo bundles.
Fig. 7(c and d) is the offset of dyed bamboo ber bundles to red-
green and yellow-blue directions. The surface colors of red,
yellow, orange and purple samples all showed a reddening
trend, while green and blue, one of the three primary colors,
tended to be green. Although the Da* of the compound gray was
negative, the value was close to zero, which further proved that
the three primary color dyes were equally dyed when dyeing
bamboo ber bundles. The Db* of RB in the yellow-blue color
system was less than zero, indicating that the apparent color of
the bamboo ber bundle aer reactive red staining was red, but
the color light was blue, and ORB and YB showed a yellowing
trend in the coordinate system. Blue and other color samples
obtained by blue compounding are negative in the coordinate
system, that is, they all have a tendency to turn blue. The change
of Db* value of gray is relatively small, so the apparent color of
the sample shows a dark gray with a cold tone.

Conclusions

Due to its excellent exibility and easy availability of raw
materials, twisted bamboo ber bundles can be used as a textile
preparation material in the future textile industry. In this study,
M-type reactive dyes were used to prepare colored twisted
bamboo ber bundles and their physicochemical properties
were analyzed. The following conclusions were drawn:

(1) Through the analysis of the chemical composition and
tensile properties of natural bamboo, decolored bamboo
33522 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 33514–33524
bundles and dyed bamboo bundles, it can be seen that the
decolorization treatment can remove nearly 83% of lignin in
bamboo, and the brittleness of bamboo ber bundles is greatly
reduced. M-type reactive dyes can covalently bond with decol-
ored bamboo ber bundles and improve the crystallinity of
bers. Combined with twisting treatment, the mechanical
properties of bamboo ber bundles can be improved.
Compared with undyed twisted bamboo ber bundles, the
tensile strength of trichromatic twisted bamboo ber bundles
increased by 2.44%–27.57%. The texture is more so and
elastic, which is closer to the requirements of textile industry for
exibility and spinnability of textile bers.

(2) In the dyeing test of twisted bamboo ber bundles, the
dye uptake of the red, yellow and blue three primary colors
combination of M reactive dyes was 29.7%, 32.0% and 29.2%,
respectively, showing the same amount of coloring character-
istics and excellent color rendering. Compared with natural
bamboo and undyed twisted bamboo ber bundles, RB, YB and
BB showed bright colors and shades. The four kinds of colored
twisted bamboo ber bundles prepared by compounding the
three dyes in equal proportion also showed obvious color
differences in color difference test results and visual effects,
indicating that the use of reactive dyes to dye twisted bamboo
ber bundles has great controllability in color.

In a word, themechanical properties of twisted bamboo ber
bundles dyed with medium-temperature reactive dyes have
been signicantly improved. The good dyeability, color
rendering and color controllability provided more possibilities
for their future applications in textile, home, decoration and
other elds.
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 Green twisted bamboo ber bundle
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 Purple twisted bamboo ber bundle
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